MARYLAND POST-PESACH
BEER ALERT LISTING
2021/5781

It has come to our attention that two large beer distribution companies, who are the exclusive distributors of many brands in Maryland, are Jewish owned. Due to numerous challenges, a proper sale of Chometz is not possible. As a result, many brands of beer sold in our area will be Chometz She’avar Alav HaPesach. The problematic beer in stock will not be depleted until sometime in May. Please check our website after May 1st for an update. Until that time, the beers on the list below should not be purchased. We do not have any information about beers sold outside of Maryland.

For a list of stores where brands listed may be purchased, see here.

The following beers may not be purchased in the indicated areas after Pesach, due to chometz issues. For updates see www.star-k.org.

This list is for Chometz informational purposes only. It is NOT an endorsement of the Kashrus status of any beers listed. All flavored beers or beverages require reliable Hashgocho.

DO NOT PURCHASE THESE BRANDS IN BALTIMORE CITY OR BALTIMORE COUNTY

DOMESTIC:

- BUDWEISER AND BUD
- KING COBRA
- LANDSHARK
- MICHELOB
- NATURAL ICE
- NATIVE DADDY
- O’DOUL’S
- RED BRIDGE
- ROLLING ROCK
- SHADOW’S
- SJMIRNOFF ICE
- SOUTHERN TIER

IMPORTED:

- 10 BARREL
- ABITA
- ANCHOR
- BACK FORTY
- BECK'S
- BLUE BANTAM
- BLUE POINT
- BOODINGTON
- BOON
- CHANDELEUR
- COWINGTON
- CROOKED LETTER
- DEVILS BACKBONE
- DOMINION
- DUVEL
- EINSTOK

ELYSIAN
- EVOLUTION
- FORDHAM
- FULL TILT
- GHOST RIVER
- GOLDEN ROAD
- GOOSE ISLAND
- GREEN FLASH
- HAR
- HOEGAARDEN
- KILKENNY
- KIRIN ICIBAN
- KONA
- LEFFE
- MAGIC HAT
- NANTCHEZ
- NATIONAL PREMIUM
- OSKAR BLUES

PALM
- PUMKING
- RADEBERGER
- REDHOOK
- RODENBACH
- ROGUE
- SCHOFFERHOFER
- SHOTTONG
- SLOW BOAT
- SMITHWICK’S
- SOUTHERN PROHIBITION
- ST. PAULI GIRL
- STELLA ARTOIS
- TALLGRASS
- TROEGS
- VICTORY
- WARLOCK
- WIDMER BROTHERS

DO NOT PURCHASE IN BALTIMORE CITY, HOWARD, OR CARROLL COUNTY

DOMESTIC BRAND

- BALLANTINE
- BALLANTINE IPA
- COLT 45
- COORS
- COORS NON ALCOHOLIC
- COUNTRY CLUB
- ICEHOUSE
- KEYSTONE
- KILLIAN’S
- MAGNUM

MIKEY’S MALT
- MILLERS
- MILWAUKEE’S BEST
- NATIONAL BOHEMIAN
- OLD MILWAUKEE
- OLE DE ENGLISH 800
- PABST BLUE RIBBON
- PABST BREWING COMPANY
- PRIVATE STOCK
- RED BULL
- RED DOG
- REDD’S
- SCHAEFER
- SCHLITZ

SCHMIDT
- SCHMIDTS
- SHARP'S
- SPECIAL BREW
- ST. IDES
- STEEL RESERVE
- STROH'S
- TSINGTAO

IMPORTS, MALT ALTERNATIVES & OTHER BRANDS

- ASAH
- CARIB
- DE RANKE
- FAMOSA
- FOSTER’S
- FRUH
- GROLSCH
- HOFBRÄU

KULMBACHER
- LABATT
- MIKKELLER
- MOLSON
- MÖOSEHEAD
- PERONI
- PILSNER URQUELL
- STAROPRAMEN
- STIEGEL
- TYSKIE GRONIE

DO NOT PURCHASE IN BALTIMORE CITY, BALTIMORE COUNTY, HOWARD, OR CARROLL,
HARFORD OR CECIL COUNTIES

REGIONAL CRAFT BRANDS

- ARCADIA
- HARPOON
- SLY FOX
- SPRECHER
- TERRAPIN BEER
- WYNDRIDGE FARM YARDS

NATIONAL CRAFT BRANDS

- BELL'S
- BLUE MOON
- BOULEVARD
- BREWDOG
- LEINENKUGEL’S

NEW HOLLAND
- PRESS HARD
- SELTZER
- SAINT ARCHER
- SHINER
- TRAVELER
- VIZZY SPARKLING
- SELTZER

DO NOT PURCHASE ANYWHERE IN MARYLAND (EXCEPT MONTGOMERY COUNTY)

- BROOKLYN
- CORONA
- EVO
- GUINNESS
- LANCASER
- MICHELOB
- MODELO
- OMMEGAG
- PACIFICO
- RECKLESS

SARANAC
- SIERRA NEVADA
- SJMIRNOFF ICE
- STONE
- SWEET WATER
- TSINGTAO
- VICTORIA

UNION CRAFT

- May not be purchased anywhere in Maryland including Montgomery County

It has come to our attention that two large beer distribution companies, who are the exclusive distributors of many brands in Maryland, are Jewish owned. Due to numerous challenges, a proper sale of Chometz is not possible. As a result, many brands of beer sold in our area will be Chometz She’avar Alav HaPesach. The problematic beer in stock will not be depleted until sometime in May. Please check our website after May 1st for an update. Until that time, the beers on the list below should not be purchased. We do not have any information about beers sold outside of Maryland.

For a list of stores where brands listed may be purchased, see here.

The following beers may not be purchased in the indicated areas after Pesach, due to chometz issues. For updates see www.star-k.org.

This list is for Chometz informational purposes only. It is NOT an endorsement of the Kashrus status of any beers listed. All flavored beers or beverages require reliable Hashgocho.

DO NOT PURCHASE THESE BRANDS IN BALTIMORE CITY OR BALTIMORE COUNTY

DOMESTIC:

- BUDWEISER AND BUD
- BUSCH
- KING COBRA
- LANDSHARK
- MICHELOB
- NATURAL ICE
- O’DOUL’S
- REDBRIDGE
- ROLLING ROCK
- SHADOW’S
- SJMIRNOFF ICE
- SOUTHERN TIER

IMPORTED:

- 10 BARREL
- ABITA
- ANCHOR
- BACK FORTY
- BECK’S
- BLUE PANTS
- BLUE POINT
- BODDINGTON
- BOON
- CHANDELEUR
- COVINGTON
- CROOKED LETTER
- DEVILS BACKBONE
- DOMINION
- DUVEL
- EINSTOK

ELYSIAN
- EVOLUTION
- FORDHAM
- FULL TILT
- GHOST RIVER
- GOLDEN ROAD
- GOOSE ISLAND
- GREEN FLASH
- HAR
- HOEGAARDEN
- KILKENNY
- KIRIN ICIBAN
- KONA
- LEFFE
- MAGIC HAT
- NANTCHEZ
- NATIONAL PREMIUM
- OSKAR BLUES

PALM
- PUMKING
- RADEBERGER
- REDHOOK
- RODENBACH
- ROGUE
- SCHOFFERHOFER
- SHOTTONG
- SLOW BOAT
- SMITHWICK’S
- SOUTHERN PROHIBITION
- ST. PAULI GIRL
- STELLA ARTOIS
- TALLGRASS
- TROEGS
- VICTORY
- WARLOCK
- WIDMER BROTHERS

DO NOT PURCHASE IN BALTIMORE CITY, HOWARD, OR CARROLL COUNTY

DOMESTIC BRAND

- BALLANTINE
- BALLANTINE IPA
- COLT 45
- COORS
- COORS NON ALCOHOLIC
- COUNTRY CLUB
- ICEHOUSE
- KEYSTONE
- KILLIAN’S
- MAGNUM

MIKEY’S MALT
- MILLERS
- MILWAUKEE’S BEST
- NATIONAL BOHEMIAN
- OLD MILWAUKEE
- OLE DE ENGLISH 800
- PABST BLUE RIBBON
- PABST BREWING COMPANY
- PRIVATE STOCK
- RED BULL
- RED DOG
- REDD’S
- SCHAEFER
- SCHLITZ

SCHMIDT
- SCHMIDTS
- SHARP’S
- SPECIAL BREW
- ST. IDES
- STEEL RESERVE
- STROH’S
- TSINGTAO

IMPORTS, MALT ALTERNATIVES & OTHER BRANDS

- ASAH
- CARIB
- DE RANKE
- FAMOSA
- FOSTER’S
- FRUH
- GROLSCH
- HOFBRÄU

KULMBACHER
- LABATT
- MIKKELLER
- MOLSON
- MÖOSEHEAD
- PERONI
- PILSNER URQUELL
- STAROPRAMEN
- STIEGEL
- TYSKIE GRONIE

DO NOT PURCHASE IN BALTIMORE CITY, BALTIMORE COUNTY, HOWARD, OR CARROLL,
HARFORD OR CECIL COUNTIES

REGIONAL CRAFT BRANDS

- ARCADIA
- HARPOON
- SLY FOX
- SPRECHER
- TERRAPIN BEER
- WYNDRIDGE FARM YARDS

NATIONAL CRAFT BRANDS

- BELL’S
- BLUE MOON
- BOULEVARD
- BREWDOG
- LEINENKUGEL’S

NEW HOLLAND
- PRESS HARD
- SELTZER
- SAINT ARCHER
- SHINER
- TRAVELER
- VIZZY SPARKLING
- SELTZER

DO NOT PURCHASE ANYWHERE IN MARYLAND (EXCEPT MONTGOMERY COUNTY)

- BROOKLYN
- CORONA
- EVO
- GUINNESS
- LANCASER
- MICHELOB
- MODELO
- OMMEGAG
- PACIFICO
- RECKLESS

SARANAC
- SIERRA NEVADA
- SJMIRNOFF ICE
- STONE
- SWEET WATER
- TSINGTAO
- VICTORIA

UNION CRAFT

- May not be purchased anywhere in Maryland including Montgomery County